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Michelle Obama has quickly become one of the most influential and respected women in America.
This book represents a moving collection of her most personal and inspirational speeches, given
over the course of a year and a half, on the Obama's historic journey to the White House. In her
own words, Michelle Obama talks about her beliefs, her upbringing, and her values.
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This book arrived on time which was good since I used this book to write a report for a citizenship
class. It was okay. All of the speeches were nice, but repetitive. The message of rags to riches and
hope was in several speeches, so those speeches became somewhat boring to read. Individually,
the speeches would touch any human heart, but together, the same message can get tiresome.
Over all though, it was a nice read, but I wouldn't recommend buying it. It's more of a book that I'd
borrow or check-out.

In my personal opinion, it was a great read. She was student,lawyer, wife,mom, who became a first
lady. I think it would benefit junior high school students if it were required reading. Michelle
expresses her concerns about her husband Barack running for president. She speaks about helping
(with her speeches explaining why he is the best candidate for the job of President of the United
States. ) her husband President Obama on the campaign. She talks a little about her life, family, her
education.

This book is an incredible collection of speeches and excerpts of speeches from Michelle Obama.
She tells her story, the story of her family, her upbringing, her life challenges, how she fell in love
with Barack, and what it's like to be a mom with all the pressures of everyday life. I will keep this
book not only for the inspiration it provides, but for the period in our history that it marks.

Michelle was telling a story about how most Americans have made it in this country. I am truly tired
of all the people who believe they are entitled to, or feel it is just their turn. I can relate to them, their
lives, his message is inclusive and its given me new hope for my grandchildren. Unfortunately for
my children`s their generation has been hijacked by bad policies and arrogant leaders with greedy
cohorts and attitudes that told the world America can do anything we want because we have the
strongest military in the world. I feel better about our country with The Obama's in the White House.
Compassion, Truth, Justice, Fairness for all of us not just a few of us. Aloha.

There are typos on the cover of the book...

I have enjoyed the passages which I have read. I enjoy reading any and everythign on our First
Lady.As she is genuine & her words dictate that in detail.

This is a great collection of campaign speeches that don't put too much emphasis on campaigning.
The publisher has found and transcribed many speeches that are more personal to Michelle,
herself. This is an important record of history, and I hope to see a volume 2.Here are some of the
speeches you'll find in the book:Meeting BarackCampaigning in New HampshireWomen for
Obama"Be Not Afraid"Iowa Caucus"To Whom Much is Given, Much is Expected"UCLA"First Time
Proud"Town Hall with Barack ObamaGay and Lesbian Leadership Council"One Nation" Convention
SpeechSurprise Speech at DNC
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